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CLAIRE
RITTER

CADENCE: I was on a Jazz website where your newest release,
Waltzing The Splendor (Zoning Recording 2007), was dubbed
Chamber Jazz. How do you feel about that term?

CLAIRE RITTER: Beyond Jazz is a new category in a recent review of
Waltzing the Splendor. As far as labels are concerned, it fits, say,
better than a finite category. Labels are always changing, like Jazz,
but don’t and never have phased the creation nor the colors, nor
the process of my composing. Chamber Jazz is simply saying to me,
“sit down and listen, regardless of style or idiom.” Composer-playscomposer, in my view, is one of the purest art forms, and perhaps
simply the springboard between the muse and the public. Since this
philosophy in the music making is strictly an intuitive and spiritual
affair for me, I dare not second guess, nor worry about how the
listener categorizes.
Most Jazz listeners probably don’t think of your homebase—
Charlotte, North Carolina—as a hotbed of Jazz. What is your early
musical and non-musical upbringing?

My up-bringing was actually south of Charlotte in a very rural setting—cotton fields, dirt roads, cows, mules, and horses. This was
of course a far cry from “hotbed of Jazz.” Now, today, the same area
(Weddington, NC) is the most prominent area 30 minutes outside
of Charlotte. The horses have gone to Arabians and Thoroughbreds.
Go figure. Hotbed of bankers and NFL football players is more
like it. But I still have my patch of creative paradise on what I call
Tangos Hill, where I teach and compose regularly. My students,
mostly gifted, are transfers from all over, including many from the
Northeast as well as California. Composers are rare in these parts.
However, good players there are, especially in the Raleigh-Durham
area which is a two to three hour drive from Charlotte. Charlotte
does have excellent grant support, and one of the best arts councils
in the nation. This has worked out well for my composing.
As a child, I began studying piano at 7 in the school system.
Soon thereafter, my parents were driving me into Charlotte to
study with the teacher and Jazz arranger, Ziggy Hurwitz, who had
moved here from New York. The rest is history. During undergraduate study at Queens University, my study was with the best, Anita
Bultman Tritt, who at the time was the primary pianist with the
Charlotte Symphony. She taught me to appreciate color and sound
in the music, and through Ziggy, I was introduced to Jazz dissonances and orchestrations. This path was all a big surprise for me,
having no serious musicians in our family. My passion and calling
for music must have been reincarnated from another life. I had a
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CADENCE MAGAZINE
EDITORIAL POLICY
Established in January 1976, Cadence
Magazine was a monthly publication
through its first 381 issues (until
September 2007). Beginning with
the October 2007 issue, Cadence
increased in number of pages,
changed to perfect binding, and
became a quarterly publication.
From its very first issue, Cadence
has had a very open and inclusive
editorial policy. This has allowed
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physic once tell me I was reincarnated from the south of France. My
love for impressionism came from somewhere. Then of course, I
proceeded to follow a modern path after majoring in classical piano—studying for a year with Mary Lou Williams at Duke University,
and then five years with Ran Blake at New England Conservatory in
Boston. Since 1985, I’ve had a working professional relationship
with players and composers in Boston. So to answer your original
question about hotbed of Jazz musicians in Charlotte, there never
was, and may never be, but the world is a big place. Thank goodness I am able to think as a painter in solitude.
Mary Lou Williams is such an iconic yet under appreciated figure
in Jazz, You studied with her...

Studying with Mary Lou Williams while she was artist-in-residence
(during the late ‘70s) at Duke University was a life changing experience. It was the beginning of a modern renaissance for my music,
and a creative awakening. The South can be a misunderstood place,
as there are surprises of authenticity and opportunity—you just
have to search deeper to find them. Working with a woman Jazz
legend, even though it was only over a two year period, gave me the
confidence to stretch beyond realistic goals, and think outside the
box. Her spirit, teaching, humanity, and strong presence as an artist transformed many of her students and musician colleagues over
many decades, including Thelonious Monk, Erroll Garner, and Ran
Blake. Great artists with such will, talent, and lifetime perseverance
inspire others in ways unimaginable and beyond words. Her ideas
of composition, i.e. chord harmonies and structures, provided a
springboard for my own lush chord ideas, using #9’s and #11’s
in obscure ways. Later in the early ‘80s I was able to continue
those ideas and build on them through Ran Blake’s teaching at
New England Conservatory in Boston. The music and title of Mary
Lou Williams’ contemporary recording called Zoning (originally
released on LP in the late ‘70s and on her label), gave me the idea
for my own record company founded in Boston in 1987, Zoning
Recordings. Her definition of “zoning” centered around a fresh
creative process (not borrowed), which must be done by the composer musician, if true art is to result. I believe her heart, vision,
and sharing, especially after the mid ‘50s, define her as a humanitarian. Her Bel Canto Foundation was established to help needy
musicians, and she supported it, in part, by opening a thrift shop
and donating the proceeds. Priest Father O’Brien, and her Roman
Catholic beliefs, provided a pillar of support for her music and
teaching from mid life on. As many artists, we crave a rich simplic-
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AUSTRALIA–This year’s Jazz:Now
Festival in The Studio venue,
part of the Sydney Opera House
offers pianist Marilyn Crispell as
headliner plus a varied and strong
roster - 9/10 Sam Keevers Quintet,
Mark Isaacs, Andy Fiddes Trio;
9/11 Crispell solo and Jackson
Harrison’s Trio; 9/12 Stu Hunter
Experiment, Andrew Robson/
John Pochee duo, Alcohotlicks;
9/13 Crispell Trio (Lloyd Swanton,
bass; Simon Barker, drums) and
Informal Troupe…Crispell also
playing solo concert at Melbourne’s
Bennetts Lane for the Melbourne
Jazz Coop 9/14…Singer Barbara
Morrison visited the eastern states
in August with one date each in
Melbourne and Adelaide followed
by eleven at assorted NSW venues
in and around Sydney…SIMA and
the Jazzgroove Association both
had full rosters through August and
September while the Basement kept
their accent on vocal performers,
as did Bennetts Lane and Dizzy’s in
Melbourne…The 17th Annual Bell
Lecture will be given by drumming
legend John Pochee on the final
day of the Doubly Gifted Exhibition
in Waverley, September 13…With
the weather warming the festival
season is lining up again. Over a
dozen are scheduled across the
country through September/October
including the 31st Manly Jazz Festival
NSW in early October with trombonist
Wycliffe Gordon the star overseas
attraction. Meanwhile the son of
the festival’s founder, the late John
Speight, altoist Andrew Speight
(steadily building a higher profile in
the USA) will be playing a special
concert in tribute to Charlie Parker
with Strings as a highlight, along
with being involved with organization
over the weekend…Wangaratta
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ity and solitude in order to create on a higher level. Judging from
her prolific discography, she found this balance in order to sustain.
I feel so lucky to have connected with this great master. Though not
as well known as Ellington and Monk, the quiet spirit of her work is
certainly as profound and influential.
I have a private theory that Ms. Williams dealt with a lot of the
personal pain of being a Black woman on the road by drawing
from her deep faith. Did you get that sense?

It’s my understanding that when Mary Lou Williams returned to New
York City in the mid ‘50s, after traveling Europe, she then became a
Roman Catholic. This need for a more spiritual commitment came
after a concert in Paris in 1954, when she supposedly retreated to a
French villa to regroup her life.
Being a Black woman surely was more than difficult, but my
feeling is that she was so focused on her uncompromising art, that
she didn’t let that particular aspect pull her down. Perhaps others
who were personally close to her could shine more light on that
question. I do know that the Mary Lou Williams Center for Black
Culture at Duke, established in 1983, was named to honor all of her
musical and spiritual contributions.
In contrast is Ran Blake. What kind of personality and conception
did he bring to the table?

I studied with Ran Blake in the early ‘80s, and worked with him in
various professional settings for an additional decade. My association with Ran is certainly more lengthy than with Mary Lou Williams.
As a matter of fact, we remain friends today and stay in touch even
though I’m back in the South.
He is another “trail blazer master,” and although his New
England Conservatory association has put him in an academic
setting, his music is completely intuitive. His sense of complex
harmonies comes from a deep sub-conscience, and his ability to
re-compose in any idiom is totally genius as well as spiritual. When
I’m with Ran, I always feel one on one, soul to soul, music and
friendship intermingled. The main difference in our personalities
is, I prefer to be where there’s light and solitude—he prefers a
dark mysterious corner. Ran’s style of teaching is getting inside the
intricacies of all colors of the music through an in-depth chord and
melodic study, mostly by ear and usage of tape recorder. Mary Lou
Williams was about live illustrations on the piano and also jotting
down chord arrangements on paper. Both of these masters have a
modern approach, coming from different angles.
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offers a wonderfully wide range as
usual 10/31-11/3 with John Scofield
and Joe Lovano’s Quartet topping
the bill. Other overseas attractions
include David Murray’s Black Saint
Quartet, pianist Jim McNeely,
singer Gretchen Parlato, Finland’s
Ilmiliekki Quartet, Blues stars Duke
Robillard and Robert Balfour and
a very full roster of Australian name
players…Interest centers around the
alternate concert accommodation
this year as the Wangaratta Town
Hall complex, which housed two of
the main Festival venues, was razed
to the ground for a total renovation
following the 2007 Festival, and will
not be ready until next year, so
a large number of the top draws
will be under a huge marquee…
The Scofield/Lovano Quartet with
N.Z.-born Matt Penman (b) and
Matt Wilson (d) also playing one
concert 10/28 at the Sydney Opera
House…International guitar masters
MGT, consisting of Ralph Towner
(USA) Wolfgang Muthspiel
(Austria) and Slava Grigoryan
(Australia) made another successful
seven-concert tour in August…
Yet another Aussie performer
building an international reputation
is singer Chris McNulty who is
also performing in Adelaide with
guitarist/partner Paul Bollenback
during a home visit…Other recent
visits by name artists include the
Aaron Goldberg Trio, saxophonist/
educator George Garzone and
trumpeter Ray Vega…Paris Cat
in Melbourne continues presenting
up-and-coming local performers
six nights a week including weekly
Thursdays presented by Melbourne
Jazz Co-op, with Paul van Ross
Quartet, the Oehlers/Hannaford
Monk project, Hetty Kate Quintet,
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Obviously most musicians don’t need a Masters degree for performance reasons so why did you pursue post graduate education?

Post graduate study in the late `70s, early `80s for me, was a mission to work with great artist-teachers-performers, and learn from
their creative life experiences. This was not in pursuit of additional
degrees, but quite the contrary. At the point of studying with Mary
Lou Williams at Duke, and Ran at NEC, I had already achieved
degrees in music and education, although most of my performance
experience had been in Classical music. I yearned for a way to
express myself beyond conventional techniques and harmonies,
so was drawn to these two giant figures and their non traditional
approaches to career and their work. I realize these desires were
unusual for one who had grown up in such a traditional background. It seems to be a personality trait, and statement of some
sort of independence which expresses itself through the music.
I’ve also been drawn to artists who perform their own work. This
brings the most inspiration to me. My listening list revolves around
instrumentalists and singers who are primarily composers. It seems,
in many academic settings, there are numerous composers who
are more technical. This is also a form of expression, although I’ve
always focused on capturing the spirit of an idea and letting it flow
first in a raw form, with refined and individual acoustic embellishments. I am concerned with all the digital/electronic sophistication
today, and the loss of “live” raw beauty. And the sense of “struggle”
is lost in the art, and therefore out goes the soul.
Keeping in mind what you are saying about losing the magic of
“live” performance, how many of your own recordings have been
“live”? Does concert documentation pose certain logistical issues
for your label?

There are numerous recordings of concerts I’ve done over the
years, but none to date that have been published. Portions of these
could be. But because of the intricate combinations of instrumentation and variety in my composition, it makes it more difficult to set
up for “live performance” recording, especially when including
string or Classical players who are less experienced with spontaneous improvisational playing. When listening to all of my recordings,
you’ll hear many tracks that are treated as “live performance” while
recording, and then a few that are more planned. As a pianist/
composer, my own process is intuitive, and later written down with
the structure of a melody over chord changes. I think like a Jazz
composer. The details, improv lines, and textures are forever changing, but the backbone song form remains the same. I also hand pick
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the guitars of Mauricio Carrillho
and Doug de Vries all appearing
through September…Best-known
Australian Jazz name trumpeter
James Morrison playing two special
concerts in Adelaide 10/9 and 10/10
with pianist Joe Chindamo part
of his quartet and the Adelaide
Symphony Orchestra, A Tribute to
Duke Ellington, with arrangements
by Graeme Lyall.
—Alwyn & Laurie Lewis
BOSTON—INSIDE

RTE.

128:

Chamber Jazz is not dead. You
remember that type of small
ensemble first commonly associated
with the Goodman groups and
picked up by Norvo, Farlow, and
Mingus and others. Perhaps most of
the music that passes for chamber
Jazz these days should be dead, but
some of the real stuff still is around. A
case in point: The Charlie Kohlhase
Explorers Trio with Jef Charland and
Eric Hofbauer at the Rose Art Museum
7/13. Somebody with taste keeps
bringing in superb Jazz one Sunday
afternoon per month at the Museum,
and good fans show up. They don’t
talk, and they clap only at the end of
each piece. Pretty hip. The only
problem is they never put out enough
chairs for the audience. I guess it’s an
“art” thing. It was worth chasing
down extra seats for this trio. They
kept the music mostly to Kohlhase
originals, and, with his willingness to
reach back decades for tunes, he has
virtually an endless supply of meaty
material. The group had only one
rehearsal before this, the first public
gig. But they played as if they were
doing a long-standing weekly gig in
the place. In some ways that is not as
surprising as it might seem because
the three of them have performed
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each individual player to match the spirit of the piece, and musicians who are capable of expressing their voice outside the box.
Over the past ten years in North Carolina, (and in addition to doing
solo and duo work with Jazz players), I’ve composed several Opus
Suites where I’ve included combinations of players from different
states. Being somewhat geographically isolated, and for financial
reasons as well, it’s difficult to get everyone together at the same
time. What a perfect world that would be.
When you lived in the Boston area, did you get a chance to
immerse yourself in the Boston Jazz scene?

Yes. Over the 16 years I lived in Boston full time, I performed frequently in many different venues, as well as produced and recorded
with many great musicians such as Dominique Eade, Dave Holland,
Ran Blake, Ricky Ford, Takaaki Masuko, Stan Strickland, and, more
recently, Steve Swallow, to name a few. Jordon Hall at New England
Conservatory is an acoustic dream for musicians associated with the
Conservatory. And then, of course, there are many Jazz clubs, especially in Cambridge, which is where I lived. I do miss the continuous opportunity to perform with experienced players in new music
projects. At the time, as an emerging composer, this was ideal. Even
today, my music may be more well known in New England than in
North Carolina. But overall, as mentioned earlier in our interview,
I’ve worked with the pros and cons in both areas. Now as a more
established pianist/composer with reasonable grant writing success,
I’m able to create in North Carolina and visit, perform, and record
with musicians out of state successfully. I have a beautiful artist loft
on a meadow, surrounded by Arabians, so no complaints.
Let’s delve into your history as a recording artist.

While in Boston, in 1986, I made my debut CD recording as a pianist/composer entitled, In Between. This recording featured a cast
of 16 musicians, many who were faculty members of New England
Conservatory, including Ran Blake, Dave Holland, Dominique Eade,
Daryl Lowery, Scott Sandvik, and others. It was at this time that I
founded Zoning Recordings. It was within the next few years that
Ran Blake recorded the tune “In Between” on the release Short
Life of Barbara Monk on Soul Note Records in Italy, and soon after
on Franz Koglmann’s recording, Orte Der Geometrie for HatArt
Records in Switzerland. In the meantime, I began working with
musicians Christine Correa, Eleni Odoni, Takaaki Masuko, and Stan
Strickland on a regular basis on more than one project, performing
mainly in Boston, but including a few in North Carolina. Up to the
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together in larger ensembles regularly
for years. The malleable triangle was
totally engaging. Easy, comfortable
interplay—but always challenging
each other on the inside of the music,
where chamber Jazz is strongest. And
the real beauty of this trio is the
music that comes out of the trio, not
the wonderful individual play.
Although each musician retains a
distinctive personality, I cannot
imagine any of them playing in
another situation quite what they
played in this context. Whether
soloing or playing ensemble material
each musician obviously heard
himself as a “trio manifestation.” I
hope they do it again soon because
people should have another chance
to witness a music that is really
alive… The Blues jam at Johnny D’s,
Davis Square, Somerville begins at
4:30 p.m. every Sun (617/776-2004)...
Ryles, Inman Square (617/876-9330)
presents Natraj with Lamine Touré
and Prasanna 10/2, Patricia Adams
10/5, 11/2 and 12/7… Wally’s Cafe
(617/424-1408) offers Blues every
Mon, Latin Jazz every Thu, and
mainstream Jazz every Fri & Sat...
Quiz Question: When is a sub not a
sub? Answer: When the sub is Yoron
Israel. At least, that’s one of the first
thoughts that hit me when I sat down
to catch a couple sets of the Ray
Santisi Collective playing to a full
house 8/4 at the Terrace Lounge of
the Marriott in Copley Place (617/2365800). And he kept contributing all
night. Everyone was so comfortable
that, when Ray pursued “Poinciana”
and the drummer took up a variation
on Vernell Fournier’s famous work on
the tune on the 1958 Ahmad Jamal
disk, Ray “ignored” the persistent
pattern and barreled right on through.
It was not a clash or a test of wills. It
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point of moving back to North Carolina in 1998, I had composed
and released four recordings as a leader. Since living back in the
South, I’ve completed five additional recordings on the Zoning label,
including a project with Steve Swallow, another with Stan Strickland,
Bob Weiner, and Todd Low, as well as the recent project—inspired
by painter Georgia O’Keeffe’s work—with Jon Metzger, Ashima
Scripp, and Jane Hart Brendle. Many of the new music concerts
I used to do in Boston were documented and were a remarkable springboard for recording collaborations to come. More
recently, these composer concerts have taken place through Queens
University in Charlotte, where I’ve been active as Artistic Director for
an organization I founded called Composers Charlotte.
With the advent of the Internet do you see any profit on your
recordings?

In the big picture, the Internet has helped tremendously those artists
who don’t fit in a particular label category, although, on the other
hand, there’s more competition. Bringing something distinct to the
world seems more unusual, because it’s all out there in the shuffle.
Over the years my releases have sold steadily slow, with re-orders on
a few recordings. Websites and Google info give instant access, so
from that angle, definitely yes. Profit is an obscure word for a Jazz
composer, as it’s impossible to add up hours spent when engaged.
Certainly with a balance of fellowships, grant support, performing,
and teaching, one is able to sustain successfully. Perhaps being able
to do it independently as I’ve done is more rare, though the many
years spent building a foundation are my pillars of support. I consider myself lucky, but work diligently to juggle this tricky balance
professionally. If I were back in Boston or in New York City, I would
imagine I’d be doing even more, although the quality and depth of
the creating process is what drives me. I look upon my work as a
painter of sorts, and the core of creation comes from a quiet reflecting base. From that respect, thank goodness the Internet has made
it a smaller world, so I can spring from here.
All that said, are you at the point where economically you are
comfortable?

I’m a minimalist at heart, and not sure I understand your question.
Like most musicians, I’m self-supporting and live month to month,
yet have adjusted to the financial limitations of that lifestyle. But I’d
say that emotionally I’m comfortable.
Give us a glimpse into your creative process by using one of
your recordings as an example. Castles In The Air (Zoning Records
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was a comfortable demonstration of
working possibilities. Of course, the
two of them could not pull this sort of
thing off alone. Ray also had hand-inglove Greg Loughman on bass and
the young Chilean saxophonist
Melissa Aldana sticking to the tenor
for the evening. And the audience
was not merely large. It was listening.
Several times there was applause for
Greg’s solos. When the crowd gives
some to the bass player, you know
they’re awake. And, in this case,
lucky… The Music Workshop at
Artists-at-Large Gallery has moved to
Thursdays. The music remains at the
Fraternal Order of Eagles in Hyde
Park (617/276-3223)... Masako
Yotsugi plays the piano by the ocean
every Sat and Sun starting at 2:30 in
the Intrigue Cafe (617/856-7745) of
the Boston Harbor Hotel... Laszlo
Gardony has a busy week at the
beginning of October with gigs
featuring John Lockwood and
Yoron Israel at Acton Jazz Café
(978/263-6161)
9/26,
Chan’s
(401/765-1900) in Woonsocket 10/3,
Unitarian
Universalist
Church
(781/631-1528) in Marblehead 10/4,
the Sahara Club (978/683-9200) in
Methuen 10/7… I must confess that I
just do not connect with live solo
laptop performances. I’m not talking
about the music. Like any music,
sounds created on a laptop are either
good or bad. The good ones are just
fine, thanks. I simply have an aversion
to making an effort to travel to a
performance space to witness a
variety of sounds apparently not at all
related to someone who seems to be
writing a term paper in slow motion.
I’d be better off listening to a CD of
the music in my living room, where
I’d be more comfortable and
probably have access to more
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1006) has so many different flavors—Monk, Tango and canto—
yet everything flows seamlessly. How do you map out a recording
beforehand?

The musical ideas are subliminal at first, not written down. They
seem to map me out, in an autobiographical fashion. The process
of creation breaks down to two key words, passion and imagination. Then one needs the tools, craft or instrumentation to put it
into process. Each recording presents a series of personal works
within a time frame of life. The recording you mentioned, Castles
in the Air (with Steve Swallow guest) created 1999-2000, and
published in 2001, started with an idea while I was riding my
Arabian mare, Shamaarrada, on a hill one day. My aunt owns a
small Arabian farm with some land adjacent to where I built my
almost all glass studio in 2006. This is where my horse resides,
which all sounds exotic. I suppose spiritually, to me, it is exotic,
although quaint and simplistic to be real. It is my belief that, once,
Indians lived where my studio is, as this is where as a kid, we
found arrowheads when playing and riding in the fields. At the time
I had read Henry Thoreau’s Walden, and he said, “If you build
castles in the air, your work need not be lost.” I thought, what an
interesting concept that this philosophy could apply to any creation
or communication from the heart. So at any rate, the equestrian
rhythms, internal harmonies, and melodic motifs started flowing. In the meantime, I went for a visit to the Southwest and was
inspired by a particular haunting canyon in Utah, Bryce Canyon,
where another native American Indian experience moved me. The
shot of Bryce on the album cover is a cliff at Bryce, which looks
like a castle made by nature. So the music was choreographed
by linking musical portraitures inspired from the Southeast by
Southwest. The castles in the air, to me, are also the ideas that one
receives and transfers in order to create and/or teach. In the new
release, Waltzing The Splendor, the thread throughout the recording is inspired by painter Georgia O’Keeffe’s incandescent “Z” in
the “Orange and Red Streak” painting on cover.
Artists inspire other artists, but if your work is original enough
(everything comes and goes from something else), it will make its
mark and carry a distinct flavor. Painter Georgia O’Keeffe once said
that she didn’t believe in signing her paintings. She simply marked
them on the back with an “OK.” The world will know when they
see. The world should also know when they hear.
Weddington, North Carolina
November 5, 2007
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